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The results of experiments on rotational bands in light T1 nuclei are used to in- 
dicate the richness of shape phenomena in the vicinity of a closed proton shell. 
Rotational bands associated with normal prolate and oblate shapes as well as with 
a superdeformed shape are observed. 

1 Introduction 

Thallium nuclei (Z = 81) provide a rich laboratory for the study of nuclear 
shapes. In spite of the location adjacent to a closed shell number of protons 
(Pb - 2 = 82), T1 nuclei exhibit an impressive array of excitations built on 
different shapes, prolate and oblate, normal and superdeformed. The proper- 
ties of these various modes of excitation present challenges to nuclear models 
and spur interest in understanding the configurations involved. Furthermore, 
the richness of structures built upon different shapes and different configu- 
rations gives a good opportunity in future measurements to understand new 
questions that have arisen, e.g. the conditions under which discrete lines might 
be observed for direct one-step decay from superdeformed to low-lying bands 
of normal deformation. 

This paper describes some of the recent measurements on rotational bands 
associated with normal and superdeformed shapes in TI isotopes. We have been 
involved in a series of experiments which lead to the assignment of rotational 
bands in the following nuclei: 

Superdeformed bands in lg1Tl; 192T1,2>3 and perhaps 18’Tl from recent 
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GAMMASPHERE measurements; these bands are calculated to have a de- 
formation of /32 - 0.45 according to the calculations of Satula et al!; 

0 Oblate normal deformed bands built on the 1 ~ h 9 / 2  excitation in lS7Tl5 
(see also the work of Lane et al!), '"T17, and 191T1798 and on the xi1312 
excitation in lglTl; these bands are representative of a deformation p2 = 
0.15 - 0.20, 7 = -60"; 

Prolate bands of large deformation built on the xhg12 and intruder 
states, seen in lS7Tl 516 and in "'Tl 7; most of these are described by /32 - 0.25, although the ?rhglz band in I8'Tl has properties best described 
by a smaller prolate deformation, /32 B 0.15; 

0 Oblate bands in odd-odd lg2Tl. 

In this paper some of the most important aspects of these various cases 
are presented and compared with calculations. Possibilities for future mea- 
surements are discussed. 

2 Bands of Normal Deformation in 189TI 

For a study of normal and superdeformed bands in "'Tl, we collected 2.8 - 10' 
triple and higher fold coincidences with Early Implementation GAMMASPHERE? 
These data have enabled us to extend the previously known 9/2[505] and 
1/2[660] bands and to establish three new bands. The proposed level scheme 
for the normal deformed states in "'Tl is shown in Fig. 1 (new bands are 
labeled la, lb ,  and 5). Spin and parity assignments to energy levels are based 
on previous decay work and on our analysis of DCO ratios. Some of these 
assignments are tentative and given in parentheses. This scheme does not 
show the complete information on levels built on the I" = 13/2+ state, but 
only the strongest cascade. 

The lowest lying band, built upon the 9/2[505] isomer ( t l /z  = 1.4 m) and 
labeled 1, is associated with an oblate deformed shape (p2 - 0.15). This band 
is crossed by another strongly-coupled band (la) establishing a sharp ( ~ i 1 3 / 2 ) ~  
backbend. In this crossing region, another band of one signature (lb) feeds 
in and is most likely due to the oblate 1/2[550] (hole) configuration? The 
decoupled band 4 is based on the prolate 1/2[660] intruder orbital (p2 N 0.27). 
The structure on the left in the figure contains decoupled band 5 with I" 2 
(9/2-) and is proposed to be based on the prolate 1/2[541] intruder orbital. 
The decay out of this band proceeds mainly through a branch that feeds the 
known lo I" = 3/2+ state, as indicated by coincidence relationships involving 
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(partial) 

Figure 1: Partial level scheme of lsSTl from high-spin spectroscopic studies using the 
ls6 Gd(37C1,4n) reaction. The band structures viewed as oblate and prolate bands are shown. 
Levels are labeled by the proposed spins, parities, and excitation energies (assuming the state 

fed by the 318 keV 3/2+ -+ 1/2+ transitionlo is the ground state). 

a 318 keV transition, and bypasses the 9/2[505] isomer. This 318 keV line 
is assumed to be the known 3/2+ -+ 1/2+ ground state transition, which 
determines all level energies in the scheme. Such a decay pathway for high- 
spin states is a rather unique observation made possible by the resolving power 
of a new-generation -pray detector array. 

A band of strong prolate deformation (Pz - 0.26) intrudes into the low en- 
ergy spectrum of slightly oblate Hg (2 = 80) nuclei, and comes to successively 
lower excitation energies down to N = 102 le2Hg?l Dracoulis et al.'2 have 
measured this band in leOHg, and find that this prolate excitation starts up in 
energy compared to lS2Hg. In Pb (2 = 82) the pattern is less well established. 
Heese et al!3 and Baxter et alJ4 have recently established this prolate band in 
N = 104 and 106 le6,le8Pb, and find that it is lower in energy in the former. 

It is a sensitive test of nuclear models to predict the deformation and the 
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energetics of this prolate intruder band, not only in isotopes of Hg and Pb, but 
also in intermediate T1 as the high-j proton configurations couple to it. Band 
4 in lS9T1 (see Fig. 1) corresponds to this prolate intruder configuration, and it 
comes to lower excitation energies in lS7Tl 5 v 6  and in lS5Tl! The quasiparticle 
alignment in this decoupled band is high (- 6h initially), as one would expect 
for the 1/2[660] configuration. We have performed calculations based upon the 
Nilsson potential and find that the deformation of this nily2 band in lS7Tl 
and lS9Tl is similar to that in the Hg isotone, p2 k: 0.26. Calculations based 
upon a Woods-Saxon potential reach a similar conclusion! 

There is also a 1~h9/2 band coupled to this prolate minimum in lS5Tl6 and 
in 187Tl!*6 However, the situation is different in lS9Tl. Band 5 (see Fig. 1) is 
likely ~ h 9 / 2  in nature, and resembles bands in ls5Tl and lS7Tl in the way it 
decays to the yrast ~ h 9 / 2  structure (oblate). However, in the case of lS9Tl, 
band 5 has lower alignment and its strongest decay mode proceeds to the low 
lying states built on the ground state. Rather than an initial quasiparticle 
alignment of - 4h as in the lighter T1 isotopes or in 1s5Au,'5 band 5 in lS9Tl 
has only lh. Our calculations5 explain this as being due to the presence of 
a prolate minimum of intermediate deformation, /32 x 0.15. Whereas three 
protons are placed in the low-K h g / 2  orbitals for the well deformed band in 
the lighter T1 nuclei, the occupation for this excitation in lsgTl is only one, 
producing a smaller prolate deformation. This again indicates the richness of 
shape effects in T1. 

3 Superdeformed Bands in odd-A T1 

The region of superdeformation around A = 190 extends from Hg (2 = 80) to 
Po (84) and from N = 108 or 109 to 114. This region is distinguished by similar 
moments of inertia (increasing gradually as a function of rotational frequency) 
and transitions within the second well down to rather low spin ( I  as low as 
-6h). In order to determine the orbitals responsible for the formation of these 
extended nuclear shapes, it is important to map this superdeformed region. 
We have performed experiments at the low N edge of this region, finding two 
superdeformed bands in lglTl and searching for bands in lsgTl. And, we 
have discovered superdeformed bands in lg2Tl using the Argonne-Notre Dame 
array and GAMMA SPHERE^ 

An intensive search for superdeformed bands has been made on our '''TI 
data obtained from the Early Implementation GAMMASPHERE. This analysis 
has revealed a weak signal of seven transitions in lS9Tl (367, 409, 448, 488, 
527,565, and 603 keV) with an average spacing of about 40 keV and estimated 
intensities in the order of 0.1% of the yield of the 4n reaction channel. Due to  
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the weakness of these intensities and the presence of a rather high background 
(mainly due to fission), it is difficult to determine the coincidence relationships 
between all these transitions to firmly establish the presence of a band. The 
features of this weak signal fit to characteristics of other superdeformed bands 
in the region in that the ,7f2)(tiw) moments of this possible band in ls'Tl are 
increasing smoothly and with a slope similar to those observed for the sets of 
bands in the 1911193111 isotopes based on the 5/2[642] excitation!J6 However, 
a candidate for a signature partner band in the '''TI data is not found. It is 
expected that a superdeformed band in 189Tl would be populated very weakly, 
considering the trend of SD band intensities in the isotopic chain of 189-192Hg 
(see e.g. Drigert et al!') together with the fact that SD bands are more weakly 
populated in T1 nuclei than in their Hg isotones. 

The deformation of the nucleus in the superdeformed minimum is a quan- 
tity that is calculable in various theoretical models, and which is therefore a 
test of our understanding of the nuclear dynamics in the second well. One 
model4 has led to deformations calculated as a function of /32 and p4 for light 
T1 nuclei, as shown in Fig. 2. The trends in the neighboring Hg and Pb nuclei 
are the same. The predicted /32 gradually decreases for the same configuration 
( ~ 6 ~ ~ 7 ~ )  as N decreases, with the total change being roughly 10% from 1 9 9 1  
to ls9Tl. The question is how this can be measured. Transition quadrupole 
moments in superdeformed bands have been measured in a few cases in the 
A = 190 region, but these are difficult experiments with uncertainties that 
could mask the effect shown in Fig. 2. While not as direct of an indication of 
the deformation, there are other ways to assess the change in deformation. 

Two superdeformed bands have been observed in 195T1,18J9*20 193Tl,'6*21 
and '"TI! In each case these bands are assumed to be the signature partners 
expected for the ~ 6 ~ ~ 7 ~  configuration, i.e. 5/2[642], and in l9?I?l and lg5Tl 
there are observed transitions linking the signature partners. Our data on lg9Tl 
are not good enough to be sure of the assignment of the one superdeformed 
band. Nevertheless, we include this one suggested band in the plot of moments 
of inertia vs. the square of the rotational frequency in Fig. 3. Note that the 
J(') moment is slightly larger for the heavier T1 isotopes, and the question is 
whether this is in line with the deformation trend predicted by Satula et al? 
and shown in Fig. 2. In order to extract an estimate of this J ( 2 )  dependence 
on N ,  we plot the values as a function of w2. The total angular momentum 
along the rotation axis can be written as 

and thus 

where 3'0 and 31 are the normal Harris parameters describing a rotating ref- 
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Figure 2: Calculated /32 and /34 deformations for superdeformed bands in four T1 nuclei. The 
figure is reproduced from the paper by Satula et 81. ' Arrows indicate the evolution of the 

nuclear shape with increasing tiw. 

erence. In this way, a linear fit to the plots in Fig. 3 can lead to the extraction 
of the Harris parameters. While 31 is related to the variation of the second 
moment with frequency, the 30 moment is proportional to the deformation 
p2?2 As shown in Fig. 3, a line through the lg3Tl ,7(2) values gives a Jo of 
approximately 95 ti2/MeV, while that for 189Tl yields about 90 fi2/MeV. This 
5% decrease in 30 likely indicates a drop in p2, which is about half of that  
predicted by Satula et al? Thus, the apparent reduction in deformation seen 
in the odd-A T1 isotopes follows the trend suggested earlier by Drigert et al.17 
from a similar analysis of the lighter Hg isotopes (A = 189 - 192). This small 
decrease in $2) makes it important to be sure of our preliminary assignment 
in 18'Tl, and suggests a new experiment at GAMMASPHERE. 

4 Superdeformed Bands in Ig2Tl 

The majority of superdeformed sequences near A = 190 shows the characteris 
tic steady increase of J'(2) as a function of hw. It is generally accepted that this 
effect is mainly caused by gradually (and successively) aligning N = 7 (vj15/2) 
and N = 6 (nil312) quasiparticles. Superdeformation studies in odd-odd nu- 
clei, particularly 192Tl,213 have been performed as "blocking experiments" to 
test this alignment picture. We find four superdeformed sequences in lg2TI, 
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Figure 3: Moments of inertia (9')) vs. rotational frequency squared for known superde- 
formed bands in 1g3Tlfs*21 lglTlf and ls9Tl (our recent results). The data for le9Tl are 

tentative (see text for details). 

two with an increasing $') and the other two with a non-characteristic be- 
havior of essentially constant g(') values. The latter two sequences are viewed 
as signature partners. By comparison with calculations, it is that the 
vj1512 alignment (calculated to occur in Ig1Tl and 190*192Hg) and the 7ri13/2 

alignment (calculated to occur in lglHg and 1909192Hg) are blocked. Thus, a 
~ 6 ~ ~ 7 ~  assignment is proposed for the two lg2Tl sequences with approximately 
constant .7(')(hu) values. The data on lg2Tl thus provide evidence that align- 
ments in the two high-N orbitals are responsible for the steady rise in $*) 
seen in neighboring superdeformed nuclei. 

5 Normal Deformed Bands in lg2Tl 

The GAMMASPHERE data taken for the study of superdeformed bands in lS2Tl 
have also been used to study in detail the yrast and near-yrast states of this 
nucleus. We have built a new level scheme 24 shown together with the su- 
perdeformed bands in Fig. 4. The proposed spin and parity assignments to 
the normally deformed states are preliminary. To make these assignments 
more concrete, we have begun an analysis of the multipolarities of the 7-ray 
transitions by evaluating DCO (Directional Correlations from Oriented states) 
ratios. 
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The low-spin part of this level scheme is adopted from previous work by 
Kreiner et al?5 Although a link between the 8- state and the lower lying 
Kr = 8- isomeric state (tl12 = 272 ns) is not observed in the 'data, it is 
evident that this isomer is populated strongly as indicated by the presence of 
a 250.6-keV 7 ray in coincidence with most transitions. Therefore, the lower 
limit for the K value of the observed levels is 6 - 85 and the proposed spin 
assignments can be viewed as reasonable. The known strongly coupled negative 
parity band25 (band 1 in Fig. 4) has been extended. This band is observed to 
be crossed by a new strongly-coupled band la,  which extends the level scheme 
up to a spin of 24h and an excitation energy of - 5.2 MeV. The band structures 
labeled 2 and 3 are entirely new observations, each consisting of two signature 
partner sequences. The upper part of band 2 is linked to band 1 by relatively 
high-energy 7-rays with DCO ratios that are consistent with El multipolarity. 
This part of band 2 is linked to the bandhead sequence by a 135 keV 7 ray, 
which has been tentatively assigned as an I + I transition. Band 3 decays to 
lower lying states which are located in the crossing region of bands 1 and la. 
There is evidence in the data for one more new band structure which cannot 
be related to  the scheme of strongly-coupled bands shown in Fig. 4, nor can it 
be assigned to a neighboring nucleus. It is likely that these 7-ray transitions 
represent a decoupled band in lg2Ti. 

For preliminary configuration assignments to bands 1, la, and 2, we as- 
sume that the odd-proton occupies an hgl2 orbital, in analogy to states in 
odd-A T1 neighboring nuclei above the 9/2- isomer. This proton orbital is 
known to have a large influence on the shape of A - 190 nuclei which typi: 
cally minimize in total energy at slightly oblate deformations with /32 - 0.15. 
To identify the active neutron orbital involved, we compare the experimen- 
tal routhian energies as a function of rotational frequency to those for yrast 
bands in the neighboring 191p192Hg nuclei?6 While in lg2Hg the AB neutron 
pair undergoes a rotational alignment at a crossing frequency of 0.21 MeV, 
this crossing is blocked in lglHg by the odd neutron and instead a delayed 
BC crossing occurs at hw, - 0.27 MeV. Very similar to the lglHg case is the 
crossing behavior of bands 1 and la in lg2Tl with hwc - 0.26 MeV and a sim- 
ilar alignment gain (Ai - 9h). Thus, band 1 is proposed to be based on the 
x9/2[505] 8 v5/2[642] ( K  = 7-) configuration and band la on the correspond- 
ing four-quasiparticle configuration ( K  = 7-) @ ( i 1 3 1 2 ) ~ .  These assignments 
agree with the earlier interpretation for band lZ5 The e'(hw) plot for band 
2 resembles the lg2Hg case, thereby excluding the excitation of a single i1312 
neutron. Since band 2 interacts with band 1, it must also be high-K in nature. 
Most likely, band 2 is based on a a9/2[505] @ v5/2[503] configuration with 
K = 7+. This would be also the energetically favorable coupling of parallel 
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proton and neutron spins according to the Gallagher-Moszkowski r ~ l e . 2 ~  The 
two-quasiparticle configuration assignments for bands 1 and 2 are supported 
by an analysis of B ( M l ) / B ( E 2 )  ratios. A comparison between experimental 
B(Ml)/B(E2) ratios and predictions obtained from the semi-classical model 
by Donau and Frauendorf 28*29 indicates agreement between data and model 
for the K = 7 couplings. 

6 Considerations about the Decay-out of the Superdeformed Bands . 
An exciting recent development in superdeformation studies has been the ob- 
servation of discrete one-step decays from superdeformed bands in lg4Hg to 
several low-lying normal statesPo These transitions seem to be El in nature, 
which is not surprising in view of the statistical character of the superdeformed 
decay process. The power of the new arrays now opens up the possibility of 
searching for these direct decays from superdeformed states in other nuclei. 
One key question is whether the K quantum number plays a role in the oc- 
currence of these one-step decays. It is logical for superdeformed bands to  
have a discrete value of K ,  since they are composed of quasiparticle orbitals 
with well defined K. However, decay out of superdeformed bands is thought 
to occur at a spin where there is sufficient mixing with a host of close-lying 
normal deformed states? Due to the density of the latter type of states at 
these excitation energies, it is unlikely that there is preservation of a discrete 
value of K for the normal states with which the superdeformed bands mix at 
the decay-out point. Nevertheless, oae wonders if the mixing still picks out 
in the normal state a piece of the wave function with K similar to that of 
the superdeformed state. In this way, it is perhaps possible that K would be 
important in the selection of the routes for direct decay to low-lying normal 
states. 

There has been another recent discussion of the unexpected preservation 
of the K quantum number among high-lying states, i.e. those populated in the 
neutron capture process. Rekstad et alp2 studied the intensities of primary 7- 
ray transitions in 16*Er and ls8Hf (and more recently in 1 6 6 H ~ 3 3 )  to low-lying 
states of known values of K .  They have concluded that the capture states have 
to be assigned certain values of K in order to explain the observed distribution 
of 7-ray decay to the low lying states. By assigning appropriate K values to 
these capture states, they found that decay to states which are forbidden by 
the normal K-selection rules was significantly reduced compared to that t o  
the allowed K states at low energy. This has been a controversial suggestion, 
and has started a debate about whether those neutron-capture data are being 
correctly interpreteda4 The same question needs to be investigated for the 
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Figure 4: Preliminary level scheme for lg2Tl from our recent work. The low lying 7+ and 
8- states are isomeric with half lives of 11 m and 272 ns, respectively?’ For the levels above 
these states, spin and parity assignments are tentative. Also included are the four observed 

superdeformed bands, with suggested spins according to the analysis of Fischer et d? 
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states lying near the superdeformed bands at the decay-out point. 
To test this idea, we propose to look more closely in the future at odd-odd 

lg2Tl. As discussed by Fischer et al.,3 bands A and B have the doubly blocked 
crossing, and thus should be ri13/2vj15/2 in nature, i.e. 5/2[642],3/2[761], 
giving K" = 4-. If the K quantum number is important in the direct one-step 
decays, then there should be no such transitions from superdeformed bands A 
and B to the K = 7 bands at low energy. Bands C and D involve the same 
proton state, coupled to neutron orbital 9/2[624] (giving K" = 7+) or 5/2[512] 
(5 - ) .  If the former assignment is proper, then there would be no K hindrance 
in the the one-step decays to the low lying K = 7 bands. In addition, the 
preference for El transitions from the superdeformed structures would further 
lead to a selection of direct decays to Band 1 (K" = 7-), but not to Band 2 
(7+). The standard fits of the superdeformed energies to a rotational formula 
yield the spins for bands C and D proposed in the level scheme (see Fig. 4). 
The lowest levels of Bands C and D should thus directly decay to the I = 7,8 
states of Band 1, but not to Band 2, if the K" = 7+ assignment is correct. 
These decay lines were not seen in the our recent GAMMASPHERE measurement, 
but an experiment with a fuller complement of detectors could be successful 
in searching for such decays. 

7 Conclusions 

The rich variety of rotational phenomena in T1 nuclei is impressive, especially 
considering that the number of protons is one short of a closed shell. We have 
demonstrated here the existence of rotational structures built on configurations 
associated with both prolate and oblate shapes, normal and superdeformed. 
Calculations of the shapes as a function of configuration are generally success- 
ful in providing a basis for explaining the observations. There are unanswered 
questions that can only be addressed by future measurements. For example, it 
is important to test the predicted trend that the deformation in the second 
well should decrease by 10% for light T1 nuclei. Our preliminary result on one 
superdeformed band in lg9Tl indicates a moment of inertia that is compatible 
with this prediction, but the absence of the expected signature partner leaves 
the status in question. The recent observation 30 of one-step decay from su- 
perdeformed bands in lg4Hg to low lying levels raises the question of whether 
selection rules based on the change in the K quantum number are important 
for these transitions. Among the questions concerning states of normal de- 
formation, the issue of whether the prolate minimum in T1 continues to drop 
in energy for Ig1T1 and lg3Tl, and perhaps comes even lower than the oblate 
minimum is an important one. The completion of GAMMASPHERE should allow 
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experiments to search for answers to each of these questions and will presum- 
ably yield even more fascinating results. 
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